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Abstract. Human-Object Interaction (HOI) detection is a core task
for high-level image understanding. Recently, Detection Transformer
(DETR)-based HOI detectors have become popular due to their superior
performance and efficient structure. However, these approaches typically
adopt fixed HOI queries for all testing images, which is vulnerable to the
location change of objects in one specific image. Accordingly, in this pa-
per, we propose to enhance DETR’s robustness by mining hard-positive
queries, which are forced to make correct predictions using partial vi-
sual cues. First, we explicitly compose hard-positive queries according to
the ground-truth (GT) position of labeled human-object pairs for each
training image. Specifically, we shift the GT bounding boxes of each la-
beled human-object pair so that the shifted boxes cover only a certain
portion of the GT ones. We encode the coordinates of the shifted boxes
for each labeled human-object pair into an HOI query. Second, we im-
plicitly construct another set of hard-positive queries by masking the
top scores in cross-attention maps of the decoder layers. The masked
attention maps then only cover partial important cues for HOI pre-
dictions. Finally, an alternate strategy is proposed that efficiently com-
bines both types of hard queries. In each iteration, both DETR’s learn-
able queries and one selected type of hard-positive queries are adopted
for loss computation. Experimental results show that our proposed ap-
proach can be widely applied to existing DETR-based HOI detectors.
Moreover, we consistently achieve state-of-the-art performance on three
benchmarks: HICO-DET, V-COCO, and HOI-A. Code is available at
https://github.com/MuchHair/HQM.

Keywords: Human-Object Interaction, Detection Transformer, Hard
Example Mining

1 Introduction

Human-Object Interaction (HOI) detection is a fundamental task for human-
centric scene understanding [2,3,51,53,54]. It aims to infer a set of HOI triplets
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the hard-positive queries. (a) The green area represents important
visual cues for HOI prediction of one human-object pair. (b) The dashed boxes are
produced via Ground-truth Bounding-box Shifting (GBS), which only cover part of
important image area and are then encoded into hard-positive queries. (c) Part of
important visual cues are removed via Attention Map Masking (AMM), which increases
the prediction difficulty of one positive query to infer HOI triplets. Best viewed in color.

< human, interaction, object > from a given image [1, 2]. In other words, it in-
volves identifying not only the categories and locations of objects in an individual
image, but also the interactions between each human–object pair. Recently, De-
tection Transformer (DETR)-based methods [4–7, 52] have become popular in
the field of HOI detection due to their superior performance and efficient struc-
ture. These methods typically adopt a set of learnable queries, each of which
employs the cross-attention mechanism [33] to aggregate image-wide context
information in order to predict potential HOI triplets at specific locations.

However, the learnable queries are usually weight-fixed after training [4,52].
Since each query targets a specific location [5, 8], DETR-based methods are
typically sensitive to changes in the object locations in testing images. Recent
works improve DETR’s robustness through the use of adaptive queries. For ex-
ample, CDN [7] performs human-object pair detection before interaction classi-
fication occurs, generating adaptive interaction queries based on the output of
the object detection part. However, its queries for object detection remain fixed.
Moreover, two other object detection works [39, 43] opt to update each object
query according to the output embedding of each decoder layer. An object query
is typically formulated as a single reference point of one potential object. No-
tably, this strategy may not be easy to apply in the context of HOI detection,
since the interaction area for one human-object pair is usually more complex to
formulate [13, 28, 29]. Therefore, current DETR-based methods still suffer from
poor-quality queries.

In this paper, we enhance the robustness of DETR-based HOI detection
methods from a novel perspective, namely that of Hard-positive Query Mining
(HQM). In our approach, the robustness refers to the ability of DETR model
to correctly predict HOI instances even using poor-quality queries with limited
visual cues (or say inaccurate position). Accordingly, a hard-positive query refers
to a query that corresponds to one labeled human-object pair, but is restricted to
employ limited visual cues to make correct HOI predictions. First, as illustrated
in Fig. 1(b), we explicitly generate such queries via Ground-truth Bounding-box
Shifting (GBS). In more detail, we shift the two ground-truth (GT) bounding
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boxes in one labeled human-object pair so that each shifted box covers only a
certain portion of its GT box. We then encode the coordinates of the two shifted
boxes into an HOI query. Accordingly, the resultant query contains only rough
location information about the pair. This strategy models the extreme conditions
caused by variations in object location for fixed HOI queries.

Second, as shown in Fig. 1(c), we increase the prediction difficulty of positive
queries by means of Attention Map Masking (AMM). The positive queries in
AMM are those DETR’s learnable queries matched with ground-truth according
to bipartite matching [35]. In more detail, for each positive query, a proportion of
the top scores in the cross-attention maps are masked. In this way, the positive
query employs only part of the visual cues for prediction purposes. Specially, as
our goal is to enhance the robustness of learnable queries, we select the masked
elements according to the value of their counterparts in the learnable queries.
Queries generated via GBS and AMM are less vulnerable to overfitting and
capable of producing valuable gradients for DETR-based models. Finally, the
robustness of DETR-based models is enhanced for the test images.

During each iteration of the training stage, the DETR’s learnable queries
and our hard-positive queries are utilized sequentially for prediction with shared
model parameters and loss functions. To promote efficiency, GBS and AMM
are alternately selected in each iteration. This Alternate Joint Learning (AJL)
strategy is more efficient and achieves better performance than other joint learn-
ing strategies. Moreover, during inference, both GBT and AMM are removed;
therefore, our method does not increase the complexity of DETR-based models
in the testing stage.

To the best of our knowledge, HQM is the first approach that promotes
the robustness of DETR-based models from the perspective of hard example
mining. Moreover, HQM is plug-and-play and can be readily applied to many
DETR-based HOI detection methods. Exhaustive experiments are conducted on
three HOI benchmarks, namely HICO-DET [2], V-COCO [1], and HOI-A [13].
Experimental results show that HQM not only achieves superior performance,
but also significantly accelerates the training convergence speed.

2 Related Works

Human-Object Interaction Detection. Based on the model architecture
adopted, existing HOI detection approaches can be divided into two cate-
gories: Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)-based methods [11, 13, 25] and
transformer-based methods [4–7,30].

CNN-based methods can be further categorized into two-stage approaches
[10, 11, 14, 17, 25, 26] and one-stage approaches [13, 28, 29]. In general terms,
two-stage approaches first adopt a pre-trained object detector [9] to generate
human and object proposals, after which they feed the features of human-object
pairs into verb classifiers for interaction prediction. Various types of features can
be utilized to improve interaction classification, including human pose [10, 11],
human-object spatial information [15, 21, 24], and language features [14, 25, 26].
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Although two-stage methods are flexible to include diverse features, they are usu-
ally time-consuming due to the cascaded steps. By contrast, one-stage methods
are usually more efficient because they perform object detection and interaction
prediction in parallel [13,28,29]. These methods typically depend on predefined
interaction areas for interaction prediction. For example, UnionDet [29] used the
union box of a human-object pair as interaction area, while PPDM [13] employed
a single interaction point to represent interaction area. Recently, GGNet [28]
utilized a set of dynamic points to cover larger interaction areas. However, the
above predefined interaction areas may not fully explore the image-wide context
information.

Recently, the transformer architecture has become popular for HOI detec-
tion. Most such methods are DETR-based [4–7, 30, 44, 45]. These methods can
be further divided into two categories: methods that employ one set of learnable
queries for both object detection and interaction classification [4, 6, 44, 45], and
methods that utilize separate sets of queries for object detection and interac-
tion prediction [5,7,30]. The above methods have achieved superior performance
through their utilization of image-wide context information for HOI prediction.
However, due to their use of weight-fixed queries, their performance is usually
sensitive to location change of humans or objects.
DETR-based Object Detection. The DETR model realizes end-to-end ob-
ject detection by formulating the task as a set prediction problem [8]. However,
due to its use of weight-fixed and semantically obscure HOI queries queries, it
suffers from slow training convergence [39–43]. To solve this problem, recent
works have largely adopted one of two main strategies. The first of these is to
impose spatial priors on attention maps in the decoder layers to reduce seman-
tic ambiguity. For example, Dynamic DETR [41] estimates a Region of Interest
(ROI) based on the embedding of each decoder layer, then constrains the cross-
attention operation in the next decoder layer within the ROI region. The second
strategy involves updating queries according to the output decoder embeddings
from each decoder layer [39, 43]. Each query in these works is typically formu-
lated through a single reference point of the object instance. However, it may not
be straightforward to make similar formulations in the context of HOI detection.
This is because HOI detection is a more challenging task that involves not only
the detection of a single object, but also detection of the human instance and
interaction category.

In this paper, we enhance the robustness of DETR-based models from a novel
perspective, namely that of hard-positive query mining. Compared with existing
approaches, our method is easier to implement and does not increase model com-
plexity during inference. In the experimentation section, we further demonstrate
that our approach achieves better performance than existing methods.
Hard Example Mining. HQM can be regarded as a hard example mining
(HEM) approach to transformer-based HOI detection. HEM has demonstrated
its effectiveness in improving the inference accuracy of CNN-based object de-
tection models [49, 50]. However, this strategy has rarely been explored in HOI
detection. Recently, Zhong et al. [28] devised a hard negative attentive loss to
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Fig. 2. Overview of HQM in the training stage based on QPIC [4]. In the interest of
simplicity, only one learnable query Ql and two hard-positive queries are illustrated.
The hard-positive query Qs is produced by GBS that encodes the coordinates of shifted
bounding boxes of one human-object pair into a query. Another positive query Qm is
selected from the learnable queries according to bipartite matching with the ground-
truth. The cross-attention maps of Qm are partially masked to increase prediction
difficulty. The two types of hard-positive queries are alternately selected in each iter-
ation, and the chosen type of queries are utilized together with the learnble queries
for loss computation. ⊗ and � denote matrix multiplication and Hadamard product,
respectively. In the inference stage, HQM is removed and therefore brings no extra
computational cost. Best viewed in color.

overcome the problem of class imbalance between positive and negative samples
for keypoint-based HOI detection models [12, 13]. In comparison, HQM modi-
fies DETR’s model architecture in the training stage and resolves the problem
caused by its use of poor-quality queries.

3 Method

HQM is plug-and-play and can be applied to many existing DETR-based HOI
detection models. [4–7,30,44,45]. In this section, we take the representative work
QPIC [4] as an example. The overall framework of QPIC [4] equipped with HQM
is shown in Fig. 2. In the following, we first give a brief review of QPIC, which is
followed by descriptions of two novel hard-positive query mining methods, e.g.,
GBS (Section 3.2) and AMM (Section 3.3). Finally, we introduce an alternate
joint learning strategy to apply GBS and AMM (Section 3.4) efficiently.

3.1 Overview of Our Method

Revisit to QPIC. As shown in Fig. 2, QPIC is constructed by a CNN-based
backbone, a transformer encoder, a transformer decoder, and feed-forward net-
works (FFNs). Each input image I ∈ RH0×W0×3 is first fed into the CNN
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backbone and the transformer encoder to extract flattened visual features
E ∈ R(H×W )×D. QPIC then performs cross-attention between learnable queries
Ql ∈ RNq×D and E in the transformer decoder. Nq is the number of learnable
queries fixed after training. H × W and D denote the number of the image
patches and feature dimension for each patch, respectively. Besides, the trans-
former decoder is typically composed of multiple stacked layers. For clarity, we
only present the cross-attention operation in one decoder layer. The output em-
bedding Ci ∈ RNq×D of the i-th decoder layer can be formulated as follows:

Ci = Concat([Al
hEWV

h ]Th=1), (1)

Al
h = Softmax(Atth(Ql,Ci−1,E)), (2)

where T is the number of cross-attention heads. Al
h ∈ RNq×(H×W ) is the nor-

malized cross-attention map for the h-th head. WV
h is a linear projection matrix.

Atth(·) is a function for similarity computation. Finally, as illustrated in Fig. 2,
each output decoder embedding is sent to detection heads based on FFNs to ob-
tain object class scores, interaction category scores, and position of the human
and object instances.
Hard-Positive Query Mining. Most DETR-based HOI detection methods,
e.g., QPIC, adopt poor-quality queries after training. As analyzed in Section 1,
performance of weight-fixed queries is sensitive to the location change of human
and object instances in testing images. In the following, we propose to promote
the robustness of DETR-based models via hard-positive query mining. One hard-
positive query refers to a query that corresponds to one labeled human-object
pair, but is restricted to employ limited visual cues to infer correct HOI triplets
(shown in Fig. 1).

As illustrated in Fig. 2, two strategies are introduced to produce hard-positive
queries, i.e., GBS and AMM. Their generated queries are denoted as Qs ∈
RNg×D and Qm ∈ RNg×D, respectively. Ng is the number of labeled human-

object pairs in one training image. Similar to Ql, Qs and Qm are sent to the
transformer decoder and their output decoder embeddings are forced to infer
correct HOI triplets. Ql, Qs and Qm share all model layers and loss functions.

3.2 Ground-truth Bounding-box Shifting

Previous works have shown that each query attends to specific locations in
one image [5, 8]. To enhance DETR’s robustness against the spatial variance
of human-object pairs, we here explicitly compose hard-positive queries Qs ac-
cording to the GT position of labeled human-object pairs for each training image.
As shown in Fig. 1(b), we shift the bounding boxes of labeled human-object pairs
such that the shifted boxes only contain partial visual cues for HOI prediction.

Specifically, we encode a hard-positive query qs ∈ Qs for one labeled human-
object pair as follows:

qs = Ln(Fp(Shift(ps))), (3)
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Algorithm 1 Attention Map Masking for Each Attention Head

1: Input: attention maps Am, Al ∈ RH×W for a hard-positive query, K, γ
2: Get the indices IK of the top-K elements in Al

3: Initialize a random binary mask M ∈ RH×W : Mi,j ∼ Bernoulli(γ)
4: for Mi,j ∈M do
5: if (i, j) /∈ IK then
6: Mi,j = 1
7: end if
8: end for
9: Output: Masked attention map Am = Am �M

where

ps = [xh, yh, wh, hh, xo, yo, wo, ho, xh − xo, yh − yo, whhh, woho]T . (4)

The first eight elements in ps are the center coordinates, width, and height of
one GT human-object pair, respectively. [xh − xo, yh − yo] denotes the relative
position between the two boxes, respectively; while the last two elements are
the areas of the two boxes. Shift(·) represents the shifting operation to GT
bounding boxes (as illustrated in Fig. 2). Fp(·) is an FFN with two layers whose
dimensions are both D. It projects ps to another D-dimensional space. Ln(·) is
a tanh normalization function, which ensures the amplitudes of elements in qs

and the positional embeddings for E are consistent [52].
Compared with one concurrent work DN-DETR [55], GBS focuses on hard-

positive query mining. To ensure the query is both positive and hard, we control
the Intersection-over-Unions (IoUs) between each shifted box and its ground
truth. We adopt low IoUs ranging from 0.4 to 0.6 in our experiment and find that
GBS significantly improves the inference performance of DETR-based models.

3.3 Attention Map Masking

One popular way to enhance model robustness is Dropout [34]. However, apply-
ing Dropout directly to features or attention maps of Ql may cause interference
to bipartite matching [35], since the feature quality of the query is artificially
degraded. To solve this problem, we implicitly construct another set of hard-
positive queries Qm via AMM after the bipartite matching of Ql. Queries in
Qm are copied from the positive queries in Ql according to results by bipar-
tite matching. As shown in Fig. 2, to increase the prediction difficulty of Qm,
some elements in the cross-attention maps for each query in Qm are masked.
In this way, each query in Qm is forced to capture more visual cues from the
non-masked regions.

Detailed operations of AMM are presented in Algorithm 1. For clarity, only
one hard-positive query qm ∈ Qm is taken as an example, whose attention maps
are denoted as Am

h (1 ≤ h ≤ T ). For simplicity, we drop the subscripts of both
Am

h and Al
h in the following.
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AMM has two parameters, i.e., K and γ. Since our ultimate goal is to en-
hance the robustness of Ql rather than Qm, we select dropped elements in Am

according to the value of their counterparts in Al. Specifically, we first select
the top K elements according to the value in Al. Then, we randomly mask the
selected K elements in Am with a ratio of γ.
Discussion. AMM is related but different from Dropout and its variants [34,36].
Their main difference lies in the way to select dropped elements. First, AMM
drops elements with high values, while Dropout drops elements randomly. Sec-
ond, AMM requires a reference, i.e., Al, for dropped element selection in Am.
Dropout requires no reference. In the experimentation section, we show that
AMM achieves notably better performance than the naive Dropout.

3.4 Alternate Joint Learning

The two hard-positive query mining methods, i.e., GBS and AMM, can be ap-
plied jointly to generate diverse hard queries. However, as DETR-based HOI de-
tection methods typically require large number of training epochs to converge, it
is inefficient to adopt both methods together in each iteration. We here present
the Alternate Joint Learning (AJL) strategy, in which GBS and AMM are ap-
plied alternately for each training iteration. Concretely, the learnable queries of
DETR and our hard queries are fed into the transformer decoder sequentially.
The main reason for this lies in the design of AMM. The masked attention scores
for hard queries are selected according to those of learnable queries (in Section
3.3). Therefore, learnable queries should pass the model first to provide attention
scores. Compared to applying GBS and AMM together for each iteration, AJL
is more efficient and achieves better performance in our experiments.

Overall Loss Function. We adopt the same loss functions for object detection
and interaction prediction as those in QPIC [4]. The overall loss function in the
training phase can be represented as follows:

L = αLl + βLh, (5)

where

Ll = λbLlb + λuLlu + λcLlc + λaLla , (6)

Lh = λbLhb
+ λuLhu

+ λcLhc
+ λaLha

. (7)

Ll and Lh denote the loss for learnable queries and hard-positive queries, respec-
tively. Lkb

, Lku
, Lkc

, and Lka
(k ∈ {l, h}) denote the L1 loss, GIOU loss [47] for

bounding box regression, cross-entropy loss for object classification, and focal
loss [48] for interaction prediction, respectively. These loss functions are realized
in the same way as in [4]. Moreover, both α and β are set as 1 for simplicity;
while λb, λu, λc and λa are set as 2.5, 1, 1, 1, which are the same as those in [4].
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4 Experimental Setup

4.1 Datasets and Evaluation Metrics

HICO-DET. HICO-DET [2] is the most popular large-scale HOI detection
dataset, which provides more than 150,000 annotated instances. It consists of
38,118 and 9,658 images for training and testing, respectively. There are 80
object categories, 117 verb categories, and 600 HOI categories in total.
V-COCO. V-COCO [1] was constructed based on the MS-COCO database
[31]. The training and validation sets contain 5,400 images in total, while its
testing set includes 4,946 images. It covers 80 object categories, 26 interaction
categories, and 234 HOI categories. The mean average precision of Scenario 1
role (mAProle) [1] is commonly used for evaluation.
HOI-A. HOI-A was recently proposed in [13]. The images are collected from
wild; it is composed of 38,629 images, with 29,842 used for training and 8,787
for testing. HOI-A contains 11 object categories and 10 interaction categories.

4.2 Implementation Details

We adopt ResNet-50 [32] as our backbone model. Following QPIC [4], we initial-
ize parameters of our models using those of DETR that was pre-trained on the
MS-COCO database as an object detection task. We adopt the AdamW [46] op-
timizer and conduct experiments with a batch size of 16 on 8 GPUs. The initial
learning rate is set as 1e-4 and then decayed to 1e-5 after 50 epochs; the total
number of training epochs is 80. Nq and D are set as 100 and 256, respectively.
For GBS, the IoUs between the shifted and ground-truth bounding boxes range
from 0.4 to 0.6; while for AMM, K and γ are set as 100 and 0.4, respectively.

4.3 Ablation Studies

We perform ablation studies on HICO-DET, V-COCO, and HOI-A datasets to
demonstrate the effectiveness of each proposed component. We adopt QPIC [4] as
the baseline and all experiments are performed using ResNet-50 as the backbone.
Experimental results are tabulated in Table 1.
Effectiveness of GBS. GBS is devised to explicitly generate hard-positive
queries leveraging the bounding box coordinates of labeled human-object pairs.
When GBS is incorporated, performance of QPIC is promoted by 1.50%, 1.39%
and 1.13% mAP on HICO-DET, V-COCO, and HOI-A datasets, respectively.
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 3(a), GBS also significantly accelerates the training
convergence of QPIC. It justifies the superiority of GBS in improving DETR-
based HOI detectors. We further evaluate the optimal values of IoUs and provide
experimental results in the supplementary material.
Effectiveness of AMM. AMM is proposed to implicitly construct hard-
positive queries using masking to cross-attention maps. As illustrated in Ta-
ble 1, the performance of QPIC is notably improved by 1.51%, 1.48%, and 1.20%
mAP on HICO-DET, V-COCO, and HOI-A datasets, respectively. Furthermore,
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Table 1. Ablation studies on each key component of HQM. For HICO-DET, the DT
mode is adopted for evaluation.

Components mAP # Epochs
Method GBS AMM CJL PJL AJL HICO-DET V-COCO HOI-A HICO-DET

Baseline - - - - - 29.07 61.80 74.10 150

Incremental

X - - - - 30.57 63.19 75.23 80
- X - - - 30.58 63.28 75.30 80
X X X - - 30.11 63.03 75.01 80
X X - X - 30.81 63.39 75.59 80

Our Method X X - - X 31.34 63.60 76.13 80

as shown in Fig. 3(b), AMM also significantly reduces the number of training
epochs required on the HICO-DET dataset. We also provide a detailed analysis
for K and γ values in the supplementary material.

Combination of GBS and AMM. We here investigate three possible strate-
gies that combine GBS and AMM for more effective DETR training, namely,
Cascaded Joint Learning (CJL), Parallel Joint Learning (PJL) and Alternate
Joint Learning (AJL).

Cascaded Joint Learning. In this strategy, we formulate GBS and AMM
as two successive steps to produce one single set of hard-positive queries. In more
details, we first apply GBS to produce one set of hard-positive queries. Then, we
apply AMM to cross-attention maps of queries generated by GBS. As shown in
Table 1, CJL achieves worse performance than the model using GBS or AMM
alone. This may be because queries generated by CJL contain rare cues for HOI
prediction, thereby introducing difficulties in optimizing DETR-based models.

Parallel Joint Learning. In this strategy, GBS and AMM are employed to
generate one set of hard-positive queries, respectively. Then, both sets of hard-
positive queries are employed for HOI prediction. To strike a balance between the
loss of learnable queries and hard-positive queries, the loss weight for each type
of hard-positive queries is reduced by one-half. Moreover, they are independent,
which means there is no interaction between these two types of queries. As
shown in Table 1, PJL achieves better performance than the model using GBS
or AMM alone. Moreover, it outperforms QPIC by 1.74%, 1.59%, and 1.49%
mAP on HICO-DET, V-COCO, and HOI-A datasets, respectively. However,
PJL lowers the computational efficiency due to the increased number of hard-
positive queries.

Alternate Joint Learning. In this strategy, GBS and AMM are applied
alternately for each training iteration. The learnable queries of DETR and our
hard-positive queries are fed into the transformer decoder sequentially, mean-
ing there is no interference between each other. As tabulated in Table 1, AJL
outperforms other joint learning strategies. AJL also has clear advantages in effi-
ciency compared with PJL. Moreover, it significantly promotes the performance
of QPIC by 2.27%, 1.80%, and 2.03% mAP on the three datasets, respectively.
The above experimental results justify the effectiveness of AJL.

Application to Other DETR-based Models. Both GBS and AMM are
plug-and-play methods that can be readily applied to other DETR-based HOI
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(a) (c)(b)

Fig. 3. The mAP and training convergence curves for QPIC and our method on HICO-
DET. Our method significantly improves QPIC in both mAP accuracy and convergence
rate.

Table 2. Effectiveness of GBS and AMM
on HOTR and CDN in the DT Mode of
HICO-DET.

Incremental Components mAP
Baseline GBS AMM AJL Full Rare Non-rare

HOTR

- - - 23.46 16.21 25.62
X - - 24.67 23.29 25.34
- X - 24.73 23.52 25.09
X X X 25.69 24.70 25.98

CDN

- - - 31.44 27.39 32.64
X - - 32.07 27.52 33.43
- X - 32.05 27.15 33.51
X X X 32.47 28.15 33.76

Table 3. Comparisons with variants of
GBS on HICO-DET.

Full Rare Non-rare

QPIC [4] 29.07 21.85 31.23

w/o Shift(·) 29.61 22.67 31.68
w Gaussian noise 30.05 24.08 31.82

QPIC + GBS 30.57 24.64 32.34

detection models, e.g., HOTR [5] and CDN [7]. The main difference between
HOTR [5] and QPIC is that HOTR performs object detection and interaction
prediction in parallel branches with independent queries. Here, we mainly apply
HQM to its interaction detection branch. As presented in Table 2, HOTR+GBS
(AMM) outperform HOTR by 1.21% (1.27%) mAP in DT mode for the full HOI
categories. When AJL is adopted, the performance of HOTR is considerably
improved by 2.23%, 8.49% and 0.36% mAP in DT mode for the full, rare and
non-rare HOI categories, respectively. Besides, significant improvements can also
be observed by applying our methods to CDN. Impressively, when incorporated
with our method, performance of CDN is promoted by 1.03% mAP for the full
HOI categories.

4.4 Comparisons with Variants of GBS and AMM

Comparisons with Variants of GBS. We compare the performance of GBS
with its two possible variants. Experimental results are tabulated in Table 3.

First, ‘w/o Shift(·)’ means removing the box-shifting operation in Eq. (4).
This indicates that the ground-truth position of one human-object pair is lever-
aged for query encoding. Therefore, the obtained queries in this setting are easy-
positives rather than hard-positives. It is shown that the performance of this
variant is lower than our GBS by 0.96%, 1.97% and 0.66% mAP in DT mode for
the full, rare and non-rare HOI categories respectively. This experimental result
provides direct evidence for the effectiveness of hard-positive queries.
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Table 4. Comparisons with variants of
AMM on HICO-DET.

Full Rare Non-rare

QPIC [4] 29.07 21.85 31.23

w/o top-K 30.06 24.10 31.84

w/o Al 30.11 24.28 31.85
w/o Qm 28.75 21.97 30.78

QPIC [4] + AMM 30.58 25.48 32.10

Table 5. Performance Comparisons on
HOI-A. D-based is short for DETR-based.

Methods Backbone mAP

C
N

N
-b

a
se

d iCAN [25] ResNet-50 44.23
TIN [10] ResNet-50 48.64

GMVM [38] ResNet-50 60.26
C-HOI [37] ResNet-50 66.04
PPDM [13] Hourglass-104 71.23

D
-b

a
se

d AS-Net [30] ResNet-50 72.19
QPIC [4] ResNet-50 74.10

QPIC [4] + HQM ResNet-50 76.13

Second, ‘w Gaussian noise’ represents that we remove Shift(·) and add Gaus-
sian noise to qs in Eq. 3. This variant provides another strategy to generate hard-
positive queries. Table 3 shows that GBS outperforms this variant by 0.52% mAP
for the full HOI categories. The main reason is that operations in GBS are more
explainable and physically meaningful than adding random Gaussian noise.This
experiment justifies the superiority of GBS for producing hard-positive queries.
Comparisons with Variants of AMM. We here compare the performance
of AMM with some possible variants, namely, ‘w/o top-K’, ‘w/o Al’, and ‘w/o
Ql’. Experimental results are tabulated in Table 4.

First, ‘w/o top-K’ is a variant that randomly masks elements rather than the
large-value elements in an attention map with the same γ ratio. We can observe
that the performance of this variant is lower than AMM by 0.52% in terms of
DT mAP for the full HOI categories. Compared with this variant, AMM is more
challenging since visual cues are partially removed. Therefore, AMM forces each
query to explore more visual cues in unmasked regions, which avoids overfitting.
This experiment further demonstrates the necessity of mining hard queries.

Second, ‘w/o Al’ means that we select the masked elements according to Am

rather than Al in Algorithm 1. Compared with AMM, the mAP of this variant
drops by 0.47%, 1.20%, 0.25% for the full, rare and non-rare HOI categories.
This may be because the learnable queries rather than the hard-positive queries
are employed during inference. Therefore, masking according to Al can push the
hard-positive queries to explore complementary features to those attended by
the learnable ones. In this way, more visual cues can be mined and the inference
power of learnable queries can be enhanced during inference.

Finally, ‘w/o Qm’ indicates that we apply the same masking operations as
AMM to the attention maps of Ql rather than those of Qm. In this variant,
Qm are removed and only Ql are adopted as queries. It is shown that the per-
formance of this setting is significantly lower than those of AMM. As analyzed
in Section 3.3, applying dropout directly to attention maps of Ql may degrade
the quality of their decoder embeddings, bringing in interference to bipartite
matching and therefore causing difficulties in optimizing the entire model.

4.5 Comparisons with State-of-the-art Methods

Comparisons on HICO-DET. As shown in Table 6, our method outper-
forms all state-of-the-art methods by considerable margins. Impressively, QPIC
+ HQM outperforms QPIC by 2.27%, 4.69%, and 1.55% in mAP on the full, rare
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Table 6. Performance comparisons on HICO-DET.
DT Mode

Methods Backbone Full Rare Non-Rare

C
N

N
-b

a
se

d

InteractNet [27] ResNet-50-FPN 9.94 7.16 10.77
UnionDet [29] ResNet-50-FPN 17.58 11.72 19.33
PD-Net [16] ResNet-152 20.81 15.90 22.28
DJ-RN [15] ResNet-50 21.34 18.53 22.18
PPDM [13] Hourglass-104 21.73 13.78 24.10
GGNet [28] Hourglass-104 23.47 16.48 25.60
VCL [19] ResNet-101 23.63 17.21 25.55

D
E

T
R

-b
a
se

d

HOTR [5] ResNet-50 23.46 16.21 25.62
HOI-Trans [6] ResNet-50 23.46 16.91 25.41
AS-Net [29] ResNet-50 28.87 24.25 30.25

QPIC [4] ResNet-50 29.07 21.85 31.23
ConditionDETR [39] ResNet-50 29.65 22.64 31.75

CDN-S [7] ResNet-50 31.44 27.39 32.64
HOTR [5] + HQM ResNet-50 25.69 24.70 25.98
QPIC [4] + HQM ResNet-50 31.34 26.54 32.78

CDN-S [7] + HQM ResNet-50 32.47 28.15 33.76

Table 7. Performance compar-
isons on V-COCO.

Methods Backbone AProle

C
N

N
-b

a
se

d

DRG [18] ResNet-50-FPN 51.0
PMFNet [24] ResNet-50-FPN 52.0
PD-Net [16] ResNet-152 52.6

ACP [20] ResNet-152 52.9
FCMNet [22] ResNet-50 53.1
ConsNet [23] ResNet-50-FPN 53.2

InteractNet [27] ResNet-50-FPN 40.0
UnionDet [29] ResNet-50-FPN 47.5

IP-Net [12] Hourglass-104 51.0
GGNet [28] Hourglass-104 54.7

D
E

T
R

-b
a
se

d HOI-Trans [6] ResNet-101 52.9
AS-Net [30] ResNet-50 53.9
HOTR [5] ResNet-50 55.2
QPIC [4] ResNet-50 58.8

CDN-S [7] ResNet-50 61.7
QPIC [4] + HQM ResNet-50 63.6

and non-rare HOI categories of the DT mode, respectively. When our method is
applied to HOTR and CDN-S with ResNet-50 as the backbone, HOTR (CDN-S)
+ HQM achieves a 2.23% (1.03%) mAP performance gain in DT mode for the
full HOI categories over the HOTR (CDN-S) baseline. These experiments justify
the effectiveness of HQM in enhancing DETR’s robustness. Comparisons under
the KO mode are presented in the supplementary material.

Moreover, we compare the performance of HQM with Conditional DETR [39].
Conditional DETR relieves the weight-fixed query problem via updating queries
according to decoder embeddings in each decoder layer. We extend this approach
to HOI detection by using an interaction point to represent one potential human-
object pair. To facilitate fair comparison, all the other settings are kept the same
for HQM and Conditional DETR. Table 6 shows that HQM achieves better per-
formance. The above experiments justify the superiority of HQM for improving
the robustness of DETR-based models in HOI detection.
Comparisons on HOI-A. Comparison results on the HOI-A database are
summarized in Table 5. The same as results on HICO-DET, our approach out-
performs all state-of-the-art methods. In particular, QPIC + HQM significantly
outperforms QPIC by 2.03% in mAP when the same backbone adopted.
Comparisons on V-COCO. Comparisons on V-COCO are tabulated in Ta-
ble 7. It is observed that our method still outperforms all other approaches,
achieving 63.6% in terms of AProle. These experiments demonstrate that HQM
can consistently improve the robustness of DETR-based models on HICO-DET,
VCOCO, and HOI-A datasets.

4.6 Qualitative Visualization Results

As presented in Fig. 4, we visualize some HOI detection results and cross-
attention maps from QPIC (the first row) and QPIC + HQM (the second row).
It can be observed that QPIC + HQM captures richer visual cues. One main
reason for this may be that QPIC + HQM is trained using hard-positive queries.
Therefore, QPIC + HQM is forced to mine more visual cues to improve the model
prediction accuracy during inference. More qualitative comparisons results are
provided in the supplementary material.
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wash apple wash truckoperate microwave carry bicycle lick spoon

Fig. 4. Visualization of HOI detection results and the cross-attention maps in one
decoder layer on HICO-DET. Images in the first and second rows represent results for
QPIC and QPIC+HQM, respectively. Best viewed in color.

5 Conclusions

This paper promotes the robustness of existing DETR-based HOI detection mod-
els. We creatively propose Hard-positive Queries Mining (HQM) that enhances
the robustness of DETR-based models from the perspective of hard example min-
ing. HQM is composed of three key components: Ground-truth Bounding-box
Shifting (GBS), Attention Map Masking (AMM), and Alternate Joint Learning
(AJL). GBS explicitly encodes hard-positive queries leveraging coordinates of
shifted bounding boxes of labeled human-object pairs. At the same time, AMM
implicitly constructs hard-positive queries by masking high-value elements in the
cross-attention scores. Finally, AJL is adopted to alternately select one type of
the hard positive queries during each iteration for efficiency training. Exhaus-
tive ablation studies on three HOI datasets are performed to demonstrate the
effectiveness of each proposed component. Experimental results show that our
proposed approach can be widely applied to existing DETR-based HOI detec-
tors. Moreover, we consistently achieve state-of-the-art performance on three
benchmarks: HICO-DET, V-COCO, and HOI-A.
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